Would you like to offer a new and original way to totally taste roman and italian culture to
your guests?
This proposal is addressed to gourmand people and their children who love helping
out in the kitchen…
An amazing and unforgettable experience of italian culture, in order to create this
magic in customers’ house. In this way is possible to enter the reality of Belpaese, its
colours and tastes, just in a few hours course will be replicated one of the best world’s
cuisine.
LOCATION:
A kitchen designed and tooled up as your house’s one is. This location – unique in Rome – is
fully equipped but furnished as an average italian kitchen. This is the way to create an
hospitable and family room
just like our country is, in wich you will feel yourself as in your house.
Located close to San Giovanni in Laterano’s Basilica – one of the most ancient and
important Rome’s church.
COOKING CLASS PROPOSAL:
Onedaypasta (traditional and fresh pasta)
Classes are made for those who wants to see Rome and have a perfect tour even with a
small time.
This classes’ program will allow to replicate traditional dishes of roman and italian
cuisine, and guests will bring back with them taste of tipical italian food.
Courses are entirely practical, interactive and will let everybaody to make and eat his own
pasta.
Classes are composed by a maximum of 16 people and in several languages.
The chef will keep everyone entertained end engaged and all family members will have a
great time cooking and eating together. At the end of the class, they will really have learned
how to make gnocchi from scratch, roman carbonara sauce and tiramisu.
Even children who normally would not have eaten these things, will taste them, because
they made it themselves and will like this food!
The menu will be proposed by choosing only seasonal fresh products.
Duration: 3 hours at lunch or dinner time
Participants: from 2 to 16

Age: from 6 years old
RELATED ITINERARIES PROPOSAL:
– Esquilino Market Tour (the biggest in Rome) to discover local delicacies;
– Roma Cristiana in Open Bus: while you are sitting comfortably on the bus, you’ll be able
to enjoy a fantastic panoramic tour with audio guides which will accompany you as you visit
the capital.

